
  I am Daeshaun Gouldbourne, 18 years old son of Claretta Holmes and Daemian 

Gouldbourne. I was born at the Victoria Jubilee Hospital in Kingston, Jamaica on the 

10th of October, 2001. I currently live at Bamboo Lane District, Crofts Hill, Clarendon in 

Jamaica. I am a student of   Clarendon College High School, which is located in 

Chapelton, Clarendon. I have been attending Clarendon College for seven years and I 

currently serve as the Head Boy. I am a past student of the Kellits Primary School where 

I also served as head boy from 2012 to 2013. 

At Clarendon College, I sat the CSEC exams and was successful in nine subjects. 

These subjects are: Principles of Accounts, Spanish, English Language, Mathematics, 

Geography, Information Technology, Physics, Biology and Chemistry. I also passed four 

CAPE subjects, these are: Information Technology, Physics, Geography and 

Communication Studies.  

My interests include Soccer, Computers, Photography and Music. In my spare 

time I watch and play a lot of soccer; my favorite soccer team is Liverpool in England. I 

am fascinated with the operation of computers as they make work easier and can 

complete almost any task in minutes. I like taking and editing pictures to perfection. I 

have been a huge fan of music ever since I was a child, I am also a great songwriter, I 

enjoy listening to Reggae Music and Jamaican Dancehall Music.  

It is my dream to become an Information Technology Project Manager in the 

future. I have had this dream since I was a child and I became fascinated with technology 

and completing tasks on computers. I chose to become an Information Technology 

Project Manager because I have a passion for working in a leadership position and for 

organizing and carrying out different projects. I ultimately want to accomplish my own 

technological organization to provide work for people in the technology field. 

My guiding philosophy is a famous quote from Nelson Mandela, it states; 

“Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world” which 

is exactly why I value my education more than anything else. 
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